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SYNOPSIS 
A motion is requested authorizing an agreement with The Mercer Group, Inc., Sante Fe, New Mexico for 
Executive Search Services for the recruitment of a Finance Director in an amount not to exceed $13,500 
plus not-to-exceed reimbursable expenses of $8,000. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT 
The Five Year plan and Goals for 2006-2011 identified Exceptional Municipal Organization.  A 
supporting objective of this goal is Financially Sound and Sustainable Village Government. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
The FY 07 General Fund budget provides funds for this expenditure. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Approval on the January 2, 2007 Village Council Meeting under the Village Attorney’s Report. A motion 
to waive the traditional one-week waiting period is recommended. 
 
BACKGROUND 
In December 2006, the Village Manager announced that that Finance Director Rita Trainor had resigned 
her position with the Village to pursue other professional opportunities.  Subsequently, the Assistant 
Finance Director Judy Buttny was named Interim Finance Director by the Village Manager and appointed 
Treasurer by the Village Council.  Due to the importance of this position in the Village, it is recommended 
that an executive recruiter be used to facilitate the selection process.  It is proposed that Jim Mercer of The 
Mercer Group be utilized due to his recent work with the Village in 2005 on the Village Manager search.  
The executive search services for the Finance Director position include: 
 

 On-site needs assessment for the new Finance Director. 
 Development of a comprehensive position profile and reconcile any differences in points of view 

with regard to specifications for the position. 
 Encouragement of top level people to apply who would otherwise be reluctant to respond to an 

advertisement. 
 Reduction of a considerable amount of the Village Manager’s and staff's time in establishing a 

position profile and reviewing applicants. 
 Compliance with appropriate personnel regulations and state laws (i.e., EEO, Affirmative Action 

and ADA). 
 Independent and objective assessment of the qualifications and suitability of candidates for the 

position. 
 Recommendation of a pool of finalist candidates to the Village Manager. 
 Coordination of finalist candidate interviews with the Village Manager. 
 Provide information packet supplied by the Village Manager to all qualified applicants. 
 Respond to all candidate inquiries and produce all correspondence throughout the search. 
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 Preserve the confidentiality of inquiries to the degree possible under Illinois law. 
 Assist the Village Manager in reaching a final decision. 
 Assist in negotiating a compensation package with the successful candidate on behalf of the 

Village Manager. 
 Assist the Village Manager in establishing criteria for evaluating the new Finance Director’s 

performance. 
 Follow-up with the Village Manager and the new Finance Director during the first year to 

determine if adjustments need to be made. 
 
As the Village is aware, Mr. Mercer will be highly interactive in this process and significantly involve the 
Village in all important steps of the process.  It is anticipated that this process will take about 90 to 120 
days from date of approval of the Position Profile by the Village Manager. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Executive Summary of The Mercer Group, Inc. Proposal 
Agreement 
 



V I L L A G E    O F   D O W N E R S   G R O V E

C O U N C I L   A C T I O N   S U M M A R Y

INITIATED:         Village Manager                        DATE:          January 2, 2007               
                    (Name)

RECOMMENDATION FROM:                                                                 FILE REF:                
(Board or Department)

NATURE OF ACTION:

    Ordinance   

   Resolution 

 X   Motion 

     Other  

STEPS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT ACTION:

Motion to Adopt “AN AGREEMENT 
AND BETWEEN THE MERCER GROUP, INC. AND
THE VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE”, as
presented.

SUMMARY OF ITEM:

Approval of this Agreement shall authorize a contract with The Mercer Group, Inc., Sante Fe,
New Mexico for Executive Search Services for the recruitment of a Finance Director in an
amount not to exceed $13,500 plus not-to-exceed reimbursable expenses of $8,000.

RECORD OF ACTION TAKEN:

                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                             

1\wp8\cas.06\Mercer.FinanceDir



VILLAGE OF
DOWNERS GROVE,

ILLINOIS
Proposal for Executive

Search Services for
the Position of

FINANCE DIRECTOR
December 19, 2006



551 W. Cordova Road, #726
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505

505-466-9500
FAX 505-466-1274

E-mail: mercer@mindspring.com

December 19, 2006

Ms. Cara Pavlicek
Village Manager
Village of Downers Grove
801 Burlington Avenue
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Dear Ms. Pavlicek:

The Mercer Group, Inc. is most pleased to submit this proposal to assist the Village of
Downers Grove to recruit nationally and to develop exceptionally well-qualified candidates for the
position of Finance Director.  We are most interested in assisting the Village of Downers Grove with
this critical project, and if selected to conduct the search, would have no difficulty beginning the
project immediately and expediting our work to ensure a smooth process.  The Mercer Group, Inc.
has extensive experience in conducting finance director searches locally and nationally.  Our firm
conducts many finance director searches each year throughout the United States.  We are especially
well qualified to conduct this search for the Village of Downers Grove.

The purpose for engaging the services of an executive search firm is to seek out and recruit
experienced candidates and to assist the Village of Downers Grove in selecting highly qualified
individuals who meet the profile and needs of the Village and who might not otherwise apply.  We
have conducted recent searches for finance directors for several communities your size.  We are quite
familiar with the candidate pool and the local needs.

We are the largest nationwide public sector search firm and we have more experience than
any other public sector executive search firm.  Mr. Mercer is a Certified Management Consultant
(CMC) which is the preeminent designation earned in the management consulting profession.  It is

ATLANTA • BRECKENRIDGE • DALLAS • GREELEY • LANSING • MARIETTA
NEW ORLEANS • PHOENIX • RALEIGH AREA • SANTA FE • SCOTTSDALE

SACRAMENTO AREA • WINTER HAVEN
www.mercergroupinc.com

www.mercergroupinc.com
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an indication that the individual possessing it has met and continues to meet strict certification
requirements of the Institute of Management Consultants.  The CMC designation represents that the
individual has met world-class standards of competence, ethics and independence in the management
consulting field.  Mr. Mercer is the only management consultant with this designation operating in
the public sector.  (Please see www.mercergroupinc.com for more information about our firm and
about current searches that we are conducting.)   

The mission of The Mercer Group, Inc. is to make our clients proud that they engaged us to
provide management consulting services for them.  The Mercer Group, Inc. also makes extensive use
of the Internet both with our own web page which can be located at www.mercergroupinc.com and
through e-mail.  We post positions with other Internet providers and make information available to
a wide number of people who are Internet users.  We also make extensive use of the Internet to
review newspaper articles on top candidates, etc., from the community in which they are currently
employed or were employed in the past.

This proposal is designed to provide an indexed and easily usable document for the Village
of Downers Grove to assess the qualifications of The Mercer Group, Inc. to handle this critical work.
It contains the following sections: Table of Contents; Introduction, Background, Objectives and
Scope; Our Approach, Work Plan and Schedule; Equal Employment Opportunity Statement; Cost
Proposal; Firm Qualifications and Staffing; Why You Should Select The Mercer Group, Inc.; and an
Acceptance/Signature/Sample Agreement page.  Appendices include our Previous Search List;
References; Questions and Answers about Executive Search; and Sample Work Products.

Our corporate headquarters is in Atlanta and we have branch offices in Breckenridge,
Colorado;  Dallas, Texas; Greeley, Colorado; Lansing, Michigan; Marietta, Georgia; New Orleans,
Louisiana;  Phoenix/Scottsdale, Arizona; Raleigh, North Carolina; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Weimar,
California; and Winter Haven, Florida.  We will work on the assignment from our Santa Fe office.

This search will be personally conducted by James L. Mercer.  Mr. Mercer will be assisted
by Clark Wurzberger and Karolyn Prince-Mercer.

Please note that our proposal includes all costs of advertising.  We have no hidden costs nor
are there other costs which are not covered in this proposal.

* * * * * * * 

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this important assignment.  This proposal is valid
for ninety (90) days from receipt by Village of Downers Grove.  We are looking forward to
discussing this proposal with you personally, and urge you to allow us to come to Downers Grove
at our expense to do that.  We can move very quickly to do so.  Please call me at 505-466-9500 if
you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.

James L. Mercer

James L. Mercer, President
Certified Management Consultant (CMC)

Enclosure

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Mercer Group, Inc. is pleased to submit this Executive Summary with our proposal to the Village
of Downers Grove to conduct an executive search for a new Finance Director.

We are quite active in the public and private sectors, either currently conducting or having just
completed searches for positions for several organizations around the country.  Appendix A to our
proposal lists the various finance director and related searches we have successfully completed or are
currently conducting.  We are also currently conducting several other similar searches.

We are very experienced in the finance director field, in all size communities.  Because we are doing
or have recently completed similar searches, we can move quickly to meet your needs.  Further, we
will be working out of our Santa Fe office.  This allows us to bring total objectivity to searches such
as the one the Village of Downers Grove is contemplating.

This Executive Summary should provide you with the overview information that you need relative
to our firm's qualifications to conduct an executive search for a new Finance Director for the Village
of Downers Grove.

Our Approach

After reviewing written materials provided by the Village and meeting with you and others of your
choice to determine their objectives relative to the search, we would conduct the following steps:

1. Analyze the position and draft a Position Profile.

2. Recruit for the position on a regional and national basis.

3. Invite potential candidates to apply who meet the criteria established by the
Village.

4. Review and screen applications.

5. Conduct interviews and background checks of selected candidates.

6. Recommend a list of final candidates with writeups, suggested questions and forms.

7. Coordinate final interviews, conduct final background checks, negotiation and
follow-up.

Our approach is highly interactive and significantly involves the client in all important steps of the
process.  

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.



Schedule

Our search process normally takes about 90 to 120 days from date of approval of the Position Profile
by the client.  The more time we have, within reason, of course, the more effectively we can conduct
thorough evaluation and background checks on finalist candidates. 

Firm Qualifications and Staffing

Our firm is headquartered in the Atlanta Metropolitan area and has branch offices in Breckenridge,
Colorado; Dallas, Texas; Greeley, Colorado; Lansing, Michigan; Marietta, Georgia; Phoenix,
Arizona; Raleigh, North Carolina; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Weimar, California; and Winter Haven,
Florida.  This search will be conducted from our Santa Fe office.

The principal consultant to be utilized for this engagement would be Mr. James L. Mercer, President
of our firm.  In total, Mr. Mercer has completed over 1000 searches for executives in the public
sector and private sectors.  The quality of our work is evidenced by the amount of repeat business
which we receive from our clients.

Mr. Mercer possesses Bachelor of Science and Master of Business Administration degrees and is a
former Assistant City Manager of Raleigh, North Carolina.  He is a Certified Management
Consultant, and previously served as a Partner with Korn/Ferry International (the world's largest
executive search firm) and as Director of Management Consulting Services for Coopers & Lybrand.
Mr. Mercer is President of The Mercer Group, Inc., a firm which he founded.  

Mr. Mercer will be responsible for all tasks involved in the project.  Mr. Wurzberger will assist Mr.
Mercer on appropriate tasks.  Mr. Wurzberger has over eighteen years of public sector experience.
Mr. Wurzberger holds a Bachelor's Degree in English from San Diego State University. Mr.
Wurzberger served for seven years as Senior Associate with Hughes, Perry & Associates (formerly
Hughes, Heiss & Associates), a highly regarded California-based public sector management
consulting firm providing executive search and other consulting services to local government clients
in California and other states since 1974.  Mr. Wurzberger specializes in public sector executive
search. 

Ms. Karolyn Prince-Mercer will also assist Mr. Mercer on appropriate tasks.  Ms. Prince-Mercer
received her Bachelor of Arts degree in History with minors in Art, Political Science and Education
from the University of Nevada.  She received her Doctor of Jurisprudence degree from Woodrow
Wilson College of Law.  She is licensed to practice law in New Mexico and in Georgia.  Ms. Prince-
Mercer is MBTI qualified.  Ms. Prince-Mercer has been in management consulting for 12 years.  She
has experience  working in executive search, compensation and classification, and organization and
management studies.

We have a number of minority and women placements in key executive positions and are proud of
that record.

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.



Code of Ethics

Mr. Mercer is a Member and subscribes to the Code of Ethics of the International Village and County
Management Association and to the Institute of Management Consultants. 

Guarantees

We offer several guarantees of our work.  The four most important are:

1. We will keep working until the placement is made.

2. We will not recruit the placement for other positions without your permission.

3. We will not recruit any of your staff for two years from the date of the placement, without
your permission.

4. If the selected candidate leaves your employ within the first two years, we will redo
the search for expenses only.

Reasonable Fees

Our fees to conduct a search of this type are competitive.  Our normal fee is $13,500 plus out-of-
pocket expenses not-to-exceed $8,000.  Since we are conducting other consulting work around the
country, expenses can be kept to a minimum.  

References

We have provided local and national references of our work in the following proposal. 

Please contact me at 505-466-9500 if you have questions.  

Thank you for the opportunity to present our qualifications.  I will look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.

James L. Mercer

James L. Mercer, President
Certified Management Consultant (CMC)

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.
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IV.   COST PROPOSAL

Our fee for the services outlined is normally $16,500 plus not-to-exceed expenses of $8,000.

Because we have worked with the Village of Downers Grove before we are discounting this fee to

$13,500 plus not-to-exceed expenses of $8,000. Items typical of a similar search with their typical

costs are broken down as follows:

Position Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 2,000

Outreach Campaign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    2,000

Resume Review . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1,750

Candidate Screening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    4,500

Background Investigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   4,750

Interview Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1,000

Negotiation and Follow-up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      500

TOTAL FEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,500

DISCOUNT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,000

TOTAL DISCOUNTED FEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,500

Expenses are for consultant travel, lodging and per diem, telephone, correspondence, advertising,

research, sourcing, reference and background investigation, and report preparation. 

Because of our other ongoing consulting and search work and our experience, expenses should be

kept to a minimum.  The cost for final candidates to travel to interview with the Village Manager is

not included.  Such costs are typically paid by the client on a reimbursement basis, directly to the

candidates.  These costs are extremely difficult to estimate because they depend on where the

candidates are located.  Typically, out-of-state costs run about $750 to $1,000 per person.

The Village of Downers Grove’s liability to The Mercer Group, Inc. for services rendered under this

agreement will not exceed the agreed upon price unless an increase is authorized by the Village

Manager in writing.
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We will submit monthly invoices for fees and expenses.  It is our practice to bill one-third at the start

of the search, one-third at the end of 30 days, and one-third upon delivery of the Final Report.  Each

invoice is due and payable upon receipt for professional services.  Expenses will be billed in addition

and shown as a separate figure.  Exhibit V is a pro-forma invoice showing the level of accounting

detail we will provide.

We will comply with all applicable laws, rules and regulations of federal, state and local government

entities.

Our ability to carry out the work required will be heavily dependent upon our past experience in

providing similar services to others, and we expect to continue such work in the future.  We will, to

the degree possible, preserve the confidential nature of any information received from you or

developed during the work in accordance with our professional standards.

We assure you that we will devote our best efforts to carrying out the engagement.  The results

obtained, our recommendations and any written material provided by us will represent our best

judgment based on the information available to us.  Our liability, if any, will not be greater than the

amount paid to us for the services rendered.

This proposal constitutes the agreement between us.  It cannot be modified except in writing by both

parties.  Our agreement will be interpreted according to the laws of the State of Illinois.
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EXHIBIT V:  PRO FORMA INVOICE

Date:                          

Client:                                              

Address:                                              

City, State:                                              

Dear Sir/Madam:

This is our progress billing for professional services rendered in conjunction with our

agreement to conduct an executive search.

$XXXX.XX

Reimbursable expenses at cost:
   Telephone, Federal Express XXX.XX

Other expenses, including consultant travel,
   per diem, report cost, etc.   XXX.XX

TOTAL: $XXXX.XX

Payment is expected within 30 days from receipt of this invoice.  Thank you for the

opportunity to work on this important assignment.

Sincerely yours,

THE MERCER GROUP, INC.

(SIGNATURE)

James L. Mercer, President
Certified Management Consultant (CMC)

Enclosures
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VII.  THE MERCER GROUP, INC. GUARANTEES   

The ten (10) guarantees of our search work are explained below:

1. Client Organization:  The client is defined as the entire entity, including all

departments, divisions, sections and groups.  This assures that all of our guarantees

apply to the entire client organization.

2. Two-Year Off Limits:  We will not recruit candidates from a client organization

for two years after completion of a search assignment without the full agreement of

the client.

3. Placement Off Limits Forever:  We will never recruit a candidate whom we have

placed in a client organization as long as he/she is employed by that organization

without the full agreement of the client.

4. Continue the Search:  If, for any reason, the client does not feel comfortable

selecting a candidate from our original recommended group of candidates, we will

continue the search until the client can make a selection.  The only caveat is that we

may need to charge additional out-of-pocket expenses only for this additional work.

5. Replacement of Successful Candidate:  If the candidate we place with the client

leaves the client organization for any reason during the 24 month period following

the date of placement with the client, we will replace the candidate for the out-of-

pocket expenses only that it costs us to make the new placement.

6. Parallel Candidate Presentation:  We will not present a candidate simultaneously

to more than one client.  This permits our firm to represent one client organization

without any conflicts of interest.
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7. Client Conflicts:  If asked, we will disclose to our clients the names of the

organizations which are "Off Limits" that logically would be target organizations on

the new search assignment.

8. Deceptive/Misleading Search Techniques:  We commit to our clients and to our

prospective candidates that we will not use any search techniques which may be

considered as deceptive or misleading.

9. Resume Floating:  We will not float resumes to organizations in the hopes that we

can collect a fee if that individual is hired.

10. Not Represent Individuals:  We assure our clients and individuals who may

become candidates that we will not collect a fee from candidates whom we may

recommend for a position.



AGREEMENT  

This AGREEMENT, made as of this day 2nd of January, 2007, by and between THE MERCER GROUP, INC. and the 
VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS, a municipal corporation.    

WITNESSETH:  

WHEREAS, the Village of Downers Grove, Illinois, (hereinafter referred to as the "Village") desires to hire an 
executive recruiter to conduct a search for a Finance Director for the Village, and  

WHEREAS, The Mercer Group, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as "Mercer") has submitted a proposal in response to the 
Village's request; and  

WHEREAS, the Village has accepted Mercer's proposal as it best meets the Village s needs and the Village desires to 
hire Mercer to conduct the Village's search for a new Finance Director, and  

WHEREAS, Mercer desires to assist the Village in conducting the Village's search for a Finance Director.  

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the following mutual covenants and other good and valuable consideration, 
the receipt and adequacy of which is hereby acknowledged by all parties hereto, Mercer and the Village 
hereby agree as follows:  

1.  Mercer agrees to provide services and support to the Village in the conduct of the Village s search for a 
Finance Director. Mercer agrees to conduct the Village s project in accordance with scope of services 
outlined in its Proposal to the Village dated December 19, 2006, in response to the Village's request for 
proposal.  Mercer's proposal is incorporated by reference and thus made a part of this Agreement.  

2.  The Village agrees to compensate Mercer for its services in the amount of $13,500 for professional 
services and not-to-exceed $8,000 in expenses. Payments to Mercer are to be made as outlined on pages 
15-17 of Mercer's proposal to the Village.  

3.  The Village and Mercer both agree that this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 
Illinois.   

4.  The Village and Mercer both agree that in the event that any dispute arises between the parties, the 
complaining party shall promptly notify the other of the dispute in writing. Each party shall respond to 
the other party in writing within ten (10) working days of receipt of such notice.  

5.  The Village and Mercer both agree that any amendments to this Agreement shall be made in writing, 
and executed by both parties. No proposed amendment which is not in writing and executed by both 
parties shall effect the terms of this Agreement.  

6.  The parties shall have the right at either parties' convenience to terminate this Agreement following ten 
(10) days written notice to the affected party. Should either party terminate this Agreement the Village 
shall only be obligated to pay Mercer for those services already provided.         



AGREEMENT (CONT.)         

VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS     

BY:____________________________________    

ATTEST:   

______________________________ 
THE MERCER GROUP, INC.    

BY:_________________________________ 
James L. Mercer, CMC 
President/CEO  
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